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introduction
precious metals 
ownership

In today’s global climate of economic 

uncertainties and shifting geopolitical trends, 

asset diversification is seen as the preferred 

strategy for most investors and owning 

precious metals has been brought into the 

forefront of the public eye.

Holding precious metals in a portfolio gives 

many distinct advantages in the form of 

investment gains and providing a hedge 

against macroeconomic and geopolitical 

turbulence. Precious metals have also been 

known throughout the ages as a trusted form 

of wealth preservation. 

 

Used correctly, precious metals holdings can 

be an effective component of a well diversified 

portfolio. Many financial professionals maintain 

that a well balanced portfolio should contain 

between 5–15% in gold, silver, and other 

precious metals.

Owning precious metals can come in 

various forms. Use Cache Metals’ Guide  

as a simple and transparent way to  

help yourself to decide which form  

of ownership works best for you.

direct ownership  

of physical Bullion

Physical bullion should form a part  

of every properly diversified portfolio.  

Bullion is the most liquid form of  

precious metals. Bullion comes in the 

form of either bars or coins. Owning 

physical bullion acts as a hedge against 

inflationary pressures and devaluation  

of the U.S. dollar. Should you decide to 

purchase bullion, you have the choice  

of taking physical possession of your 

bullion or having it held in allocated  

or unallocated accounts.

An unallocated account is an account  

where specific bars are not set aside and 

the purchaser has a general entitlement  

to the metal. It is the most convenient, 

cheapest and most commonly used method 

of holding metal. Credit balances on the 

account do not entitle the purchaser to 

specific bars of gold or silver, but are 

backed by the inventory of the depository 

with whom the account is held.

An allocated account is an account whereby 

the purchaser requires the metal to be 

physically segregated and serial numbered. 

The purchaser’s holdings are identified in a 

weight list of bars showing the unique bar 

number, gross weight, the assay or fineness 

of each bar and its fine weight.



Gold & silver 
exchanGe traded funds (etf’s)

Gold & silver ETF’s are vastly different to holding physical bullion. These ETF’s are 

derivative based products that track the price of gold & silver. The purchaser of the ETF 

does not directly own the underlying asset and does not have a right to take possession 

of the underlying tangible asset. On average, ETF’s have an annual administration fee  

of 0.5% per year. Each year the amount of gold or silver backing the ETF shrinks by  

that amount, this makes them unattractive as a medium or long-term way to invest in 

gold or silver. ETF’s are subject to counter-party risk from custodians, subcustodians  

and trustees. Because of these factors, ETF’s are mainly used by day traders and 

institutions to speculate on the short-term price movements of gold or silver.

Gold & silver stocks

Gold & silver stocks are not gold or silver. They are shares in companies that mine  

or explore for gold or silver. There are many factors that determine the value of these 

shares, and a rise in the price of gold or silver does not necessarily reflect a rise in the 

price of the stock. Before investing in a gold or silver stock, one should factor in a cost 

basis, a company’s hedging positions, management abilities, and if the company is 

subject to economic, political or environmental risk.

Gold & silver options & futures

For the more experienced investor, options allow you to speculate in either the up or 

down direction of the price of gold or silver. These contracts are commitments to make 

or take delivery of a specified quantity of gold or silver on an arranged date and set price. 

Buying options are very speculative, about 75% of all options bought are worthless  

when they expire. Options are high risk and not for the amateur investor.



collateralized 
financinG explained

Collateralized financing is a vehicle for 

purchasers of bullion to use the metal  

they are purchasing as collateral to  

lessen their capital exposure on the  

metal purchased, while at the same  

time taking full advantage of the upside 

potential gains. Collateralized financing  

on precious metals (gold, silver, platinum 

and palladium) typically varies from  

a 25–30% down payment. 

 

For example, if a potential purchaser 

wishes to acquire $50,000 of a particular 

metal, but does not have available the 

entire purchase amount immediately or 

does not want to invest the entire amount, 

the potential purchaser could control the 

full metal value with a $15,000 deposit.

$50,000 (total metal value) × 30% 

(down payment) = $15,000

Collateralized financing incorporates 

interest charges which should be 

assessed pertaining to how these  

charges adjust the price of the metal  

held over a duration of time.

Example

 Silver @ $10.00

 $50,000 ÷ 10 = 5,000 ounces of silver for purchase

 Assuming a deposit of 30%

 $50,000 × 30% = $15,000 deposit

 $50,000 − deposit ($15,000) = $35,000 collateralized amount

 $35,000 would be financed @ 8%, therefore accrued interest  

 over the course of a year would be $2,800.

Interest amount ($2,800) ÷ total amount of ounces (5,000) = $0.56 per oz.

Therefore, the price of the metal would have to rise $0.56 per oz. over the  

course of the year to account for the interest charges.



BuyinG Bullion  
throuGh cache metals

AT CACHE METALS, WE OFFER BULLION BARS AND COINS WHILE  
PROVIDING TWO METHODS OF PRECIOUS METALS OWNERSHIP:

This is an approximate example using gross figures which does not take into consideration any account fees or commissions.

This is an approximate example using gross figures which does not take into consideration any account fees or commissions.
Client will be required to maintain equity at or near this level, creating the possibility of an “equity call” for additional funds in  
the event of adverse market moves.

‘fully-paid for’ transaction

Client pays the complete purchase price of the desired metal (including fees and 

commissions), and has the option to either take home delivery of the metal, or have the 

metal stored in depository. Below, please find an example of precious metals ownership, 

with a fully-paid-for transaction using real price examples from February to April 2011.

February 11th, 2011

 Purchase 500 oz of Silver @ $30.00

 Capital Invested

 Financed Amount

 Financing Cost

April 8th, 2011

 Market Value (500 oz of Silver @ $40.22) 

 Capital Invested 

 Potential Profit if Client Initiates a Sell

February 11th, 2011

 Purchase 1666 oz of Silver @ $30.00

 Down Payment (30%)

 Financed Amount

 Approx. Financing Costs @ 8%

April 8th, 2011

 Market Value (1666 oz of Silver @ $40.22)

 Debt Obligations

 ($35,000 financed + $445.03 interest)

 Original Down Payments

 Potential Profit if Client Initiated a SellPErCEntAgE rEturn On InItIAl $15,000 = 34.06%

 PErCEntAgE rEturn On InItIAl $15,000 = 110.41%

Silver @ $30.00 per oz

=  $15,000.00

$15,000.00

$0.00

$0.00

Silver @ $40.22 per oz

=  $ 20,110.00

− $15,000.00

=  $   5,110.00

‘leveraGed’ transaction (collateralized financinG)

With the use of Cache’s Advantage Account, clients have the ability to make a down 

payment (usually 25–30% of the total metal value) and finance the unpaid balance. 

Here is an example of precious metal ownership with a leveraged transaction utilizing 

Cache Metals’ Advantage Account, taking into account $15,000 of capital for purchases.

Silver @ $30.00 per oz

= $ 50,000.00

($15,000.00)

$ 35,000.00

$      445.03

Silver @ $40.22 per oz

=  $  67,006.52

− $ 35,445.03

=  $  31,561.49

− $ 15,000.00

$  16,561.49



a BeGinner’s Guide  
to investinG in Gold
Money Week published article by Mark O’Byrne 

For centuries gold has been coveted for its unique blend of near indestructibility, beauty, 

rarity and because of its status as a universal currency. Empires and nations have sought 

to possess gold as a medium of international exchange, as a store of wealth and in order 

to increase and preserve power. Individuals have used gold as a store of wealth and  

as insurance against the fluctuations and depreciation of paper money and other 

macroeconomic and geopolitical risks. Perhaps no other market in the world has  

the universal appeal of the gold market.

Successful investing is about the diversification and management of risk. In layman’s 

terms this means not having all your eggs in one basket. We know from history that 

markets can and do crash and if you are not diversified your entire nest egg can be 

wiped out. So a healthy portfolio includes a wide range of assets including a variety  

of equities with exposures to different market sectors and regions; a variety of different 

countries’ bonds; a diversified property portfolio; a cash component and a 5–15% 

allocation to gold-related investments and gold bullion. 

The key is to determine what amount of each asset class to have. In a globalised  

and increasingly integrated global economy, a portfolio should be compiled based  

upon current global macroeconomic fundamentals.  

Some exposure to gold should be included in all diversified portfolios. A good  

rule of thumb would be a minimum allocation of around 10% to gold and related  

gold investments.

One’s motivation for buying gold is fundamental to deciding in which form you should 

buy it. Are you a speculator, investor or saver? Do you wish to take a short-term 

speculative position in gold? Are you investing for the short, medium or long-term?  

Or are you diversifying, saving or using gold as a form of financial insurance?

As we have seen, there are major differences in the various motivations for buying  

gold and ways to buy gold — from trading and speculating to investing and saving. 

Holding precious metals in a portfolio can provide distinct benefits in the form of 

speculative gains, investment gains, hedging against macroeconomic and geopolitical 

risk and/or wealth preservation. Experienced and knowledgeable investors have  

long known that gold and gold related investments can be solid investment choices.  

Gold is stable in times of global geopolitical instability and when there is economic 

uncertainty, recessions and depressions. It is important that investors look at their 

portfolios holistically. Used correctly, gold and gold related investments can be  

highly effective components of a properly diversified investment portfolio.
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performance  
charts

Historical gold Chart

Historical Silver Chart
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Benefits of cache metal’s
advantaGe account

 � Ability to purchase metals with a down payment,  

providing effective leverage capabilities

 � Easily conduct transactions; simply call your  

Cache Bullion Specialist to buy or sell your metals

 � You make the decisions when to buy or sell

 � Receive written confirmations following every transaction, 

and monthly account statements to keep you up-to-date

 � Access to an 11½ hr trading day 8:30am – 8:00pm (EST) 

Monday through Friday

 � Hold the metals in depository or take physical possession

 � Up-to-the-minute market quotes

 � Place buy, sell or stop loss orders

 � Multi-lingual bullion specialists for international clientele

Disclaimer: The information in this document has been obtained from sources which we believe to be reliable.  
We cannot guarantee its accuracy or completeness. It does not constitute a solicitation for the purchase or sale  
of any investment. Any person acting on the information contained in this document does so at his or her own risk. 
Recommendations in this document may not be suitable for all investors. Individual circumstances should be 
considered before a decision to invest is taken. Investors should note that past experience is not necessarily  
a guide to future performance.

profitinG from the 
ownership of precious metals

Do not overextend yourself. Only  

use capital which is not needed for  

daily living expenditures. Once the  

capital you wish to use has been set, 

determine if you wish to make a fully  

paid for transaction, or if you wish to  

utilize collateralized financing (use  

only a portion of your set funds as a  

down payment towards your metal 

acquisition, and keep the balance in 

reserve for future use, but dedicated 

towards your metals portfolio).

To profit from the sale of metals, the 

metals must be sold at a value that 

exceeds the total cost associated  

to the ownership of the metal.

Precious metals should be considered  

as long-term capital appreciation tools,  

not short-term speculative products.  

Purchasers could suffer losses if they  

sell below the break-even cost of the 

metals owned.



CACHE METALS  INC.

166  Davenpor t  Road
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